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Career & College Ready

What do students need for success in school 
and beyond graduation?
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We wanted to achieve the following objectives to assess schedule options…
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Assess impact of increased credit 
requirement for graduation:

Develop/prioritize schedule evaluation 
criteria to support the Strategic Plan:

 Alignment with student career & college needs

 Promoting learning success (e.g., keeping students engaged, 

class length and mix of learning methods)

 Supporting learning options (e.g., hands-on projects, multi-

discipline learning)

 Accommodating different learning paces 

 Learning outside the classroom (e.g., internships, 

volunteer service, online classes)

 Encouraging unique talents and abilities (e.g., electives, 

extra-curricular activities)

 Does the current 6-period schedule provide 
sufficient credit-earning alternatives?

 How will implementation of the new credit 
requirement impact one-third of students who 
are not on track to graduate with 24 credits?



Methodology 
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We talked with stakeholders across the CK School District…
STUDENTS STAFF PARENTS

• Not meeting grad. requirements
• Desire more electives
• Taking heavy AP loads
• Focus groups at each HS

• High school & middle school staff
• Certificated & classified 
• Focus groups w/ staff who prefer each 

schedule option

• One or more students in HS / MS
• Focus groups w/ parents who prefer each 

schedule option

Phase 1:  Stakeholder Assessments
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Career & College Preparation

How satisfied are students, parents and staff with 
career & college support?
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How many stars would you give your school for preparing students for career 
or college plans after high school?
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(Students: 3.3 stars)

Areas for Improvement
• Increase training in real world skills (e.g., financial 

skills, living independently, time management)

• Strengthen career/college planning before senior 
year; begin in middle school

• Weave planning into classes, not just at counseling 
centers

• Offer support for college, scholarship, and job 
applications (current ‘portfolio’ work is too simplistic)

• Increase elective time to discover career interests

• Increase emphasis on career preparation
• Complaints about lack of career path planning
• Complaints about losing CTE programming (e.g., 

automotive tech classes)
• Start in elementary school (e.g., STEM at Brownsville)
• Too much AP homework limits time for developing 

outside interests

• Offer support for SAT & ACT prep, beyond PSAT

(Parents & Staff: 3.5 stars)



Student class schedules do not leave enough time in the day for…
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HOMEWORK EXTRA-
CURRICULARS

FAMILY COMMUNITY 
ACTIVITIES

PART-TIME JOB

19% 15% 22% 24%
37%

23% 27%
33% 35%

44%40% 40%

49% 49%

52%

Staff Parents StudentsSignificant numbers of 
students, parents, and staff 
feel that daily class 
schedules leave little time 
for anything else. 

Students are 2x more likely than staff to feel that there is not enough time left in their schedules 
to complete nightly homework or participate in outside activities.



How important are the following to overall student success?
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Follow-up Questions:
• Why do students and parents 

place more value on having extra 
homework time?

• Why do students place less value 
on individual support and hands-
on projects?

• Why is using online technology 
much less important for students? 
Is technology simply a given for 
this generation?

• Why do students feel so strongly 
about having more credits than 
needed for graduation?

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

95%

100%

% of respondents indicating that each factor is extremely or somewhat important:

Students

Parents

Staff



Schedule Flexibility

What would students, parents & staff value most 
in a flexible schedule?
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Opportunities to Learn Real-World Skills
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Though the classes provide 
extensive opportunities to engage in 

higher "book learning," little 
emphasis is placed in gaining simple 
- yet important - life skills, such as 

filling out tax forms. 
CKHS, Senior

I’m super likely to enroll

if it actually teaches the other things I need 

to know in life like how to use a washing 

machine or keep food fresh or pay taxes 

right so I don't go to jail or how to pay bills 

so I don't get my house taken away or how 

to avoid student loans or how to take care of 

a pet or a kid or my marriage.
Olympic HS, Soph.

A majority of students would be likely to use 
an extra elective to gain real-world skills:

1. Career-related coaching (e.g., preparing for 
interviews, job shadowing) 

2. Writing applications for jobs, college & scholarships

3. Financial skills (e.g., budgeting, balancing a 
checkbook, getting loans)

4. Time management, study habits & test-taking skills 
(more important for students with < 3.0 GPA)

Why don't we learn 

how to balance checks 

instead of learning something 

that happened 100 years ago. 

Klahowya, Freshman

Additional topics recommended by parents & staff:  writing skills, 
drivers’ ed, healthy shopping, home & auto maintenance



Social Experiences 
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High school social experiences are considered a key component of 
preparing students for the real world. A more flexible schedule could offer:

More time in classes or an additional class period for snack breaks, socializing, 
and completing homework

More time or an additional class period for clubs, activities and athletics that 
enhance social interaction

Longer class periods for discussions, debates, and peer collaboration

An open campus for longer lunch breaks & study time to allow students to gain 
independence and learn to better manage their time

Increased confidence in preparing students to meet social challenges in college 
and the work force



How likely would students be to enroll in an extra period if they could spend it 
on the following?
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Follow-up Questions:
• Why is offering an extra period 

for completing homework very 
valuable to students, yet less so 
for parents and much less so for 
staff?

• What concerns do parents have 
about their students enrolling in 
a “social break” period?

• What additional information and 
support is needed for students 
to enroll in online classes?

40%

45%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

Additional elective Extra help -
teachers

Break / social time Online class Extra help - tutors Homework time

% of respondents indicating that students would be very likely or likely to enroll:

Students
Parents
Staff



Follow-up Questions | Parent & Staff Focus Groups 
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What are your thoughts about 
offering a study period during 
the school day?

Nightly homework creates too much
stress and reduces activity and family 
time. A study period will help balance 
student lives outside of school.

A study period coupled with tutorial time as 
needed could offer potential credit for 
students who are falling behind.

What additional support is 
needed for students to enroll 
in online classes?

Online classes create more options, but 
teacher support is needed to keep 
students on track. Current online course 
offerings need to be expanded.

A hybrid model where students attend a 
limited number of classes and do the 
remainder online helps keep students on 
track. Concerns about costs & scheduling.

Should students be able to 
enroll in a break period during 
the school day?

Student schedules do not offer enough 
break time compared to adult work 
schedules. Students need supervised time 
to relax, eat, and socialize with friends.

Students need downtime in their schedules. 
Break time could include an activity without 
homework or tests. Longer class periods 
may allow teachers time to build in breaks.

We Asked: Parents Responded: Staff Responded:



How interested are students in earning credit through the following options, 
instead of through a regular class?
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Internships or Work Study
3 of 4 students are interested in 
some form of job shadowing in 
career interest areas

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Summer school - req'd classes

Summer school - enrichment

Independent study

Online classes

Community service credit

Work-study credit

Internship

Very Interested Somewhat Interested

Not Very Interested I'd stick to my regular classes

# of students

Online Classes or Independent Study
2 of 3 students are interested in ways to work

at an independent pace, but also concerned 
about staying focused without a teacher; online 

classes are the top option for parents and staff

Summer Freedom
Summer school is the least appealing 
alternative; many students would enroll in an 
extra hour each day to avoid summer classes 

Cost & Logistics Challenges
Parents and staff cite program cost and 

transportation as barriers for most options, 
which drives interest in online classes



Schedule Options

What types of schedules offer the most potential for 
meeting student needs?
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6 daily classes | 60 minutes | Max. 24 Credits

Keeps schedule “as is;” students preferred if GPA < 3.0 due to perceived pressures 
from additional / longer classes

7 daily classes | 52 minutes | Max. 28 Credits

Offers more electives or an optional break/study period; shorter class periods to help 
students stay focused; “cushion” for meeting graduation requirements; concerns 
about reduced class time for core subjects

4x2 (4 classes/alternating days) | 90 minutes | Max. 32 Credits

Opportunities for depth projects, debates, labs & class work following a lecture; 
ability to focus on fewer classes per day; fewer subjects for nightly homework; variety 
in daily schedule keeps learning interesting; maximum credit-earning opportunities; 
less desirable for subjects that require frequent lessons (e.g., math & languages)

3x5 Trimester (5 classes) | 72 minutes | Max. 30 Credits

Shorter course duration makes it easier to monitor grades; fewer subjects for nightly 
homework; more variety in electives throughout the year & opportunities to change if 
classes are not interesting; strongly preferred by science teachers to allow more lab 
time; aligns with community college schedule; concerns about how core subjects 
would be scheduled

Schedule Preferences to Meet/Exceed the 24-Credit Requirement

Other 
6%

3x5 
Trimester

20%

4x2 
(alternating)

19%

7 classes
29%

6 classes
26%



Schedule Preference Discussions | Student Focus Groups
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I feel my attention span 

could not last for 72 or 90 minutes. 

I could say if we did a multitude of activities that 

I would be engaged and able to listen, but you 

know there's going to be a teacher who just 

lectures for the full 90 minutes and trust me, I 

will fall asleep no matter how interested I am in 

the class. 

CKHS, Soph.

The Appeal of Fewer Daily Classes

• Better learning retention with alternating days –
More time between classes to allow new learning to 
“settle” before moving on

• Less nightly homework per subject – Leaves more 
time for other activities

• Fewer class transitions – Saves hall time between 
classes and could allow for longer breaks 

• Extra class option – For electives or study periods; 
could be a double math period, since many students 
need more time to be successful in this subject

Concerns About Longer Class PeriodsVS.

• Shorter classes help some students stay focused –
5- and 4-period (alternating) schedules were 
frequently criticized for having longer class lengths



Schedule Preference Discussions | Parent & Staff Focus Groups
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• More elective time encourages interest-based learning – all students want to be there and learn better together 

• Less nightly homework – more time to complete work in class and fewer daily subjects

• Longer break times – less time wasted passing between classes

• More one-on-one support – longer classes allow time for communicating with teachers after lectures; options for 
team teaching

• More ways to learn at an individual pace – students can double-up for subjects where they are struggling or take 
more electives if they are ready to move on

• Trimesters can use third trimester for hands-on projects – core subjects can be taught during first two trimesters

• Trimesters align with elementary school schedule – eases transitions & aligns staff training days

• 4x2 (alternating) schedule could increase internship options – classes could add related internship on alternate days

In focus group discussions, parents and staff strongly preferred the 4x2 (alternating) schedule or 
5-period trimester, even if they initially preferred a 6 or 7-period day. 



Career & College Ready Team

How has the CCR Team 
analyzed data to 
work toward a secondary 
schedule recommendation?
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CCR Team Research  | Preliminary Questions
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LOCAL CONSIDERATIONS

• What are the lessons learned from schedule changes at local districts? 

• What schedule works best for a largely military population with many 
transient students?

• Are schools with certain schedules preferred by WA colleges because 
students are more capable of satisfying admissions requirements?

• What do this year’s 9th-graders think about the schedule options, since 
they will be the first class to have the 24-credit requirement?

INTEREST-BASED LEARNING

• How does each schedule create resume-building options that are 
focused on student interests?

• What options increase access to career-based learning?

• Are there ways to create subject & credit overlaps so that students are 
not stuck taking electives that do not interest them?

ADOPTING A NEW SCHEDULE

• Should a schedule change also be considered at middle schools?

• Have other districts had success with phasing in changes over multiple 
years or piloting a new schedule with a smaller group of students?

• What metrics should be used to evaluate the success of schedule 
changes at other schools (e.g., graduation rates, SAT scores, AP scores)?

• How will a new schedule integrate with PowerSchool?

• What types of professional development will ensure that longer class 
periods do not result in “wasted time?” 

• What resources are needed to ensure student success with flexible 
learning options, such as online classes?

• How would a new schedule align with elementary start/end time?



What does CKSD survey & focus group data suggest about schedule options? 
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Too restrictive, particularly for students enrolled in music, 
languages, Special Ed, or who have failed a class

Less competitive for colleges that enroll first-year students in 
focused programs when basic requirements are satisfied during HS

Too many transitions waste instructional time

Course load & class length do not support depth learning

Too much nightly homework & related stress

6 classes | 60 minutes | Max. 24 Credits

7 classes | 52 minutes | Max. 28 Credits

Potential for A/B schedule to allow first-time AP students to 
double-up on a class (e.g., taking AP Algebra every day means earning 
a math credit and an elective credit)

Use one class as an “Advisory Period” for career/college 
guidance, rotating tutorials, homework time

Having fewer daily classes reduces stress on students

Opportunities for depth learning over a shorter period

Better alignment with Olympic College & Running Start

4x2 (4 classes/alt. days) | 90 minutes | Max. 32 Credits

3x5 Trimester (5 classes) | 72 minutes | Max. 30 Credits

OPTIONS THAT WILL LIKELY BE RULED OUT OPTIONS FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION

Other variations on block/flexible schedules?

Different options for each HS?



CCR Team Research  | Schedule Analysis
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TRIMESTER SCHEDULE 

• How do chronological gaps in coursework impact learning 
retention?

• Would AP classes span 3 trimesters? Would students in 
multiple AP classes not have enough elective time?

• How does class scheduling align with May AP testing?

• Do more frequent schedule changes increase the need for 
counseling support?

• What is the social/emotional impact of students changing 
teachers more frequently? 

• Could trimesters be more easily accepted if they were 
referred to as “quarters,” where summer is considered the 
4th quarter?

A/B SCHEDULE

• How can students who are not self-directed learn to manage 
alternating days and more flexible time?

• Is it more difficult to make schedule changes with alternating 
classes?

• Are absences more difficult to make up with 90-minute 
classes? Can a hybrid 4x2 schedule (one day per week with 
short periods for all classes) help offset this concern?

• What will prevent teachers from lecturing for the entire 90-
minutes due to pressures to “jam two days into one”?

• Are 90-minute periods the “opposite of fast” when it comes 
to learning through technology? Do they result in less overall 
learning exposure for students?

4x2 (4 classes/alt. days) | 90 minutes | Max. 32 Credits3x5 Trimester (5 classes) | 72 minutes | Max. 30 Credits



Which Schedule Offers the Most Support for Each CCR Success Factor*?
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*Developed from 2016-17 student, staff & parent priorities for career and college readiness. Schedules were evaluated by CCR Team study 
groups (C = CK High School; K = Klahowya; O = Olympic) based on which alternative(s) offered the most support for each success factor.  

Success Factor 6-Period
3x5 

Trimester
4x2 (alt.) 

More electives for career pathways

Internship opportunities

Developing real-world skills 

Tutorials & extra support

Weekly homework flexibility

Working at an individual pace

Student-staff relationships

Promoting in-depth learning

Fostering a sense of school community

Staff collaboration & planning time

More credits without fees/transportation

C OK

Success Factor 6-Period
3x5 

Trimester
4x2 (alt.)

Maximizing instructional time

Supports Interventions

AP course success

Time for breaks and social experiences

Timely feedback to students

Credit recovery options

Alignment with higher education 

Ease of transferring credits 

Supports learning in all subject areas

Minimizing chronological learning gaps

C OK

C OK

C OK

C OK

C OK

C OK

C OK

C OK

C OK

C OK

C

O

O

O

K

O C OK

O C

C C K

C C O

C O

C OK

C OK

C

C O O C K

C O

C K K



CCR Success Factor Analysis | Implications & Follow-Up Questions 
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The 4x2 Schedule (alternating classes) offers the most 
support for Career & College Ready Success Factors….

….But it’s also a big change.

What questions still need answers?


